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DISCOVERY EXHIBITION 2017
Kelly Richardson
Sat 23 September — Sun 26 November
Exhibition open daily 11:00–18:00
Open late Thu: 20:00
Admission free
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We’re back – and with a whole
new selection of the best new films
for young audiences!
2017 sees us celebrate the 14th edition of
Discovery Film Festival, which once again
offers 16 days of the best new films for young
audiences – hand-picked from across the
world and brought back to film-goers across
Tayside. We’ve looked for films to appeal to
every age group (we think even those over
the age of 18 will find much of interest here!)
and once again there’s a broad range of
content – dramas, short films, documentaries
and animation – representing a total of 12
countries and in 13 different languages.
As always there are a lot of animals! Perhaps
this is the year of the chameleon, with two very
different, very colourful tales in our Shorts
for Middle Ones collection – although there
are also quite a few pigs, wolves, bears and
one very large, hairy, green-eyed, pop-guzzling
monster. True stories featuring wartime escapes
sit alongside family dramas presented both by
real actors and stop-motion puppets, and one
documentary shows the variety of journeys
young people make to schools across the world.
The action will take you to downtown Tel Aviv,
the snowy slopes of southern France,
a mysterious fantastical island and a secretive,
cobwebbed room full of forgotten stories.
Take a ride across Germany in a borrowed
Lada, seek out the quietest place to have a
nap and learn that using catnip as a cologne is
perhaps not the best way to keep a low profile…
Once again we offer a complete age-range of
easily downloadable CfE study resources to
enhance the experience back in your classroom,
plus assisted transport to and from your school.
With the ongoing rise in travel costs, we have

had to make some small changes to ticket
prices this year, but we hope we have spread
the increase fairly amongst bus-users and
independent travellers. Please see page
31–33 for full details.
As with previous festivals we have a
mesmerising exhibition in DCA galleries,
this year featuring the spectacular big-screen
planetscapes of Kelly Richardson. With so
much to do, it’s well worth making a day of
your visit to DCA. With a variety of workshops
and creative activities on offer, there are a
wealth of experiences and opportunities for
critical thinking to be had, all featuring
CfE-related content and aiming to extend
vocabulary.
We remain indebted to our partners, without
whose support the festival just wouldn’t be
the same. Our bus arrangements are made
possible through our ongoing partnership with
Fishers Tours, and we’re grateful for our special
relationship with local teachers to bring you
the top quality educational materials. We may
say it every year, but it is absolutely true
– we couldn’t do it without them.
In 2016 well over 5,000 people from 50
schools across the region attended one of
our 45 schools screenings. So whether you
are returning, or joining us for your first visit,
we genuinely can’t wait to welcome you to
Discovery 2017.
Mike Tait
Festival Producer and Cinema Youth
Development Officer
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Discovery Film Festival and
Curriculum for Excellence
Every film in the festival programme offers you and your class an exciting range
of opportunities for engaged and inspired learning across curriculum subjects
and levels from Early Years to Senior Phase.
Each film is listed with some key themes to help you understand what it offers.
In addition to these, the overall Literacy and Health & Wellbeing E&Os, which
almost all the films in the programme can contribute towards, are:

Literacy

Health and Wellbeing

LIT 0–1b/c, LIT 0–11b, LIT 1,2,3,4, 0–01a;
LIT 0,1,2,3,4–04a, LIT 0,1,2,3,4–07;
LIT 0, 1,2,3,4–09a, LIT 0,1,2,3,4 –10a;
LIT 0,1,2,3,4,11a

HWB 0,1,2,4-12a;
HWB 0,1,2,3,4–09a;
HWB 0,1,2,3,4– 10a;
HWB 0,1,2,3,4–44a/b

We’re sure you will also have your own ideas
of how the films can be used with your class
or of course, you may simply want them to
enjoy a stimulating cultural experience.
Film is one of our most valued art forms,
and attending the cinema allows children
to experience the “energy and excitement
of being part of an audience for other people’s
presentations/performances.”
(EXA 0,1,2,4–01a and EXA 3–01b).
CfE stresses the value of interdisciplinary
studies and activity beyond the classroom:
Discovery Film Festival is perfectly placed to
support this as well as offer contemporary
media as exciting ‘texts’ for literacy.
We all find that pupils are highly motivated and
engaged when working with film. CfE recognises
the importance of a quality learning experience
and of “achieving active engagement, motivation
and depth of learning”. The shared experience
of viewing a stimulating film in a cinema
provides teachers with an excellent basis for
promoting productive discussions and engaged,
higher order thinking.
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You can find information about Learning
Resources, CPDs and details of how to book
your visit at the back of this programme
(from pages 24–33).
Discovery Film Festival is indebted to the
ongoing support, commitment and enthusiasm
of our Teachers Advisory Group – Caroline
Gordon, Gary Kirkham (formerly Arbroath
Academy), Germain Julien (Monifieth High),
Gill Paton (Harris Academy), Gordon Mackenzie
(Pitlochry High), Helen Appleyard (Liff Primary),
Ian Cameron (Blackness Primary), Joy Christie
(Inverbrothock Primary), Lindsey Law (Kingspark
School), Lisa Welsh (Morgan Academy), Lynsey
Dick (Clepington Primary), Shona Brownlee
(Clepington Primary) together with the
1+2 PanTayside team (Virginie Bradbury, Lucie
Maupetit, Lucy Reilly and Natalie Wotherspoon).

What is the most valuable thing
about Discovery Film Festival?

Teachers said:

“Allowing the children to engage with film as a
form of text, to allow them to discuss the films and
to use them as stimulus for other activities”

“A well organised and enjoyable experience”

“The opportunity to experience a wide range of
films which explore a huge range of subjects from
a range of perspectives from all over the world”

“It broadens pupils’
experiences of cinema –
away from the multiplex
and into the realms
of foreign/low budget
productions which they
would not choose for
themselves but can still
learn a great deal from”

“The pleasure it gave
the students”

Pupils said:

“I thought the subtitles would be a pain but after
a while I forgot I was reading anything”
(Secrets of War)

“I was nearly crying at
the end. I felt so sad but
happy at the same time.”
(Rainbow/Dhanak)

“Can we go again?” (The BFG)

“I enjoyed the bus journey”

“I would pay to see
that film again”
(Minuscule: Valley of
the Lost Ants)

discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk
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Shorts for Tinies
New for 2017, this is an interactive session for our youngest
audiences (and their accompanying grown-ups). Taking some
of the titles from our always popular Shorts for Wee Ones
(see page 7), this event combines both watching a couple of
short films and taking part in related creative activities, all in
the cinema space.
Sitting still for a whole 45 minutes may be a challenge for some
of our smaller film-goers so we’ve created a slightly different way
to enjoy being in the cinema. In line with our learning ethos ‘see,
think, make, do’, children will have the opportunity to respond
directly to the films they have just enjoyed, and be inspired to
get up and try some simple creative activity based on the films’
content.
The session will be led by a creative arts workshop
professional, and all materials will be provided. Please note
that all accompanying adults will be asked to help out with the
practicalities of helping little hands follow the instructions!
The films in this programme will all be in English or dialogue free.
Dirs: Various
Various countries 2015–17 / 45m /
Ages up to 5 (and their older assistants)
English or dialogue free
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Screenings
Wed 25 October
Wed 1 November

10:00
10:00

For those up to the age of 5
(and their adults)
CfE Levels
Early Years
Themes
Watching and learning, seeing
and doing, making new friends,
trying out new activities,
storytelling, different worlds.
Tickets
• £6 for pupils using
festival transport
• £4 for pupils
travelling independently
• Free for supporting adults

Shorts for Wee Ones
Our collections of short films are always the best-attended of
the festival, with large numbers coming back year after year to
see what the latest micro-offerings are. Increasingly popular
when they go out on tour across Scotland and the rest of the
UK after the festival, this is the chance for our Tayside audiences
to see them first! In 2017 we will be presenting films from a whole
host of countries, including Sweden, France, Russia, Germany
and Switzerland.
Our old friend The Little Bird is back with a new pal (as well
as that sly old fox), we watch a hungry tiger find a tasty meal
(and eat his carrots) and learn how a big, old bear finds his
singing voice. A little boy has to save an adventurous fish during
a water shortage, and someone desperate to go to sleep learns
that there is music all around (whether he likes it or not!)
All these short films are in English or are dialogue free (except for
one with one word of German – and it’s very easy to understand!).
These magical tales will delight children age 3+ and are a
colourful introduction to the cinema experience as well as
moving image literacy. If you’re not quite sure how these films
can be used in your classroom, come to one of our hands-on
CLPL sessions. Find out more on pages 24 and 25.
Dirs: Various
Various countries 2015–17 / 45m / Age 3+
English or dialogue free

Screenings
Thu 26 October
Fri 27 October
Wed 1 November

10:00
10:00
12:20

Age 3+
CfE Levels
Early Years and Level 1
Themes
Trying out new things, going
on adventures, making friends,
learning to get along, teaching
friends new skills, creativity,
storytelling, doing the
right thing
Online Resources
discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk/
resources
Tickets
• £6 for pupils using
festival transport
• £4 for pupils
travelling independently
• Free for supporting adults

discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk
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Revolting Rhymes
Last year was the big anniversary celebration of all things
Roald Dahl, and our festival featured several screenings of the
updated, Steven Spielberg version of The BFG.
And then last December saw this brand-new production of
Mr Dahl’s Revolting Rhymes, and we enjoyed it so much we
thought it would look fantastic up on the big screen. Who needs
it to be an anniversary year to celebrate one of the world’s
greatest-ever writers for children? (For those who do, it’s the
35th anniversary of the original book publication).
Blending together a selection of the most popular fairy tales,
Dahl adds several twists and turns and a satisfying dash of
gruesomeness to create a collection of classic tales with a very
modern gloss. Cinderella, Jack and the Beanstalk, Snow White,
Goldilocks and the Three Bears, Little Red Riding Hood and
The Three Little Pigs all feature, popping up in each other’s
tales as narrated by the nicely dastardly Dominic West as
The Big Bad Wolf.
Shown on BBC TV at Christmas, and classified by the British
Board Of Film Classification as PG – general viewing, but some
scenes may be unsuitable for young children – we think its
Dahl-esque cheekiness could be fun for those age 6+.
Check out our online educational resource for more details.
This screening presents both parts of Revolting Rhymes, linked
together with a Discovery Film Festival fairy tale favourite as an
in-between treat.
Dirs: Jakob Schuh, Jan Lachauer
UK 2016 / 65m / Age 6+
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Screenings
Fri 27 October
Tue 31 October

10:00
12:15

Age 6+
BBFC classification PG
(mild threat, comic violence)
CfE Levels
Levels (1 and) 2
Themes
Friendship, rivalries, patience
and resilience, doing what’s
right, standing up to injustice,
capitalism, the banking
crisis, dealing with royalty
(and wolves)
Online Resources
discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk/
resources
Tickets
• £6 for pupils using
festival transport
• £4 for pupils
travelling independently
• Free for supporting adults

Regardez, écoutez, discutez…
Shorts for Language Practice
Last year we ran this event for the first time to great success,
so we are offering a similar experience again, this time targeting
P2/P3 students. Short films as a stimulus for language practice
and development are becoming increasingly recognised as a valid
classroom tool – this year’s Scottish Learning Festival will include
a presentation from the 1+2 PanTayside practitioners on their
development and delivery of this very project.
Once again the sessions will focus primarily on French, though
options for equivalent activity in Spanish and German are also
planned. As before, we will be taking a selection of the shorts
featured in our Wee and Middle Ones collections and creating
an interactive session in the cinema, where groups will watch a
number of short films and then engage in practical language tasks
inspired by what they have just seen. Led by experienced Modern
Language teachers currently engaged in the 1+2 scheme, this will
be a chance for your pupils to watch, listen – and speak.
If you’re interested in this new opportunity, and would like to
know more about how it can be developed in your own classroom,
then come along to our linked CLPL session, where you can
have a preview of some of the films and try out a selection of the
activities for yourselves. Find out more on page 24.

Screenings
Tue 24 October
Thu 26 October
Tue 31 October

10:00
10:00
10:00

Age 6–8
CfE Levels
Level 1
Themes
Modes of transport, fine art,
feelings, emotions, Paris, the
seasons, food, location and
positioning
Online Resources:
discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk/
resources
Tickets
• £6 for pupils using
festival transport
• £4 for pupils
travelling independently
• Free for supporting adults

Dir: Various
Various countries 2015–17 / 90m / Ages 6 –8
Dialogue free

discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk
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Shorts for Middle Ones
This is always a patchwork of experiences – funny, sad, thrilling,
emotional and, in one particular case, a tad stomach-churning
(in a very tasteful way, of course!). With advice and suggestions
from a number of young people (including the P7s from
St Luke’s & St Matthew’s RC Primary School – who all loved
the stomach-churning one!) these specially selected short
films present a broad and brilliant world view.
Polar bears cross their disappearing ice floes, a stylish cat
and an impoverished artist learn to create beautiful artworks
together, a perfect gold heist goes horribly awry and the
Mona Lisa finds herself in entirely new surroundings. And then
there are those chameleons: one trying to impress a potential
mate, and the other? Well, let’s just say it’s a documentary that
David Attenborough clearly had no involvement in…
Most of these films are dialogue free, proving words aren’t
always necessary when telling exquisite stories. However, one
story is in French with English subtitles (it’s made by those
lovely folk who brought us A Cat in Paris) and another has
French spoken in the background (subtitles not required).

10

Screenings
Wed 25 October
Thu 26 October
Fri 27 October

12:00
12:00
11:45

Age 8+
Advisory: some cartoon
violence, shots of a
decomposing rat, some very
messy eating
CfE Levels
Levels 2, 3 and 4
Themes
The environment, global
warming, change, regeneration,
family relationships, the
balance between school/work/
life, the importance of careful
planning, how (not) to impress
people, camouflage

If you’re not quite sure how these films can be used in your
classroom, come to one of our hands-on CLPL sessions.
Find out more on pages 24 and 25.

Online Resources:
discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk/
resources

Dirs: Various
Various countries 2015–17 / 55m / Age 8+
English, French with English subtitles or dialogue free

Tickets
• £6 for pupils using
festival transport
• £4 for pupils
travelling independently
• Free for supporting adults
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Abulele
Ancient legends warn children about the Abulele: enormous,
furry and sometimes dangerous creatures who are able to
hide among the human race by making themselves invisible to
everyone except those they choose to be seen by. Adam, a young
boy grieving the loss of his brother, discovers an Abulele living
in his building and bit by bit they gradually become friends.
Along the way, and amongst the madness that the Abulele often
causes, they discover they can help each other out in the most
unexpected ways. Adam begins to realise that it is not the Abulele
but the humans who are the real monsters, especially when
gun-toting Special Forces appear on the trail of his new friend.
Will Adam risk everything to save his big friendly giant?
In the best traditions of films such as E.T. and Belle & Sebastian,
this is a classic tale of innocence and friendship facing up to
the threats posed by the adult world. When school has become
a tightrope to be walked between domineering teachers and
playground bullies, and family is impossibly fractured through
inconsolable grief, then it is the purity of unexpected friendship
that offers comfort and joy. This film delivers entertainment in
spades, and, somewhat unsurprisingly, is currently in negotiation
for a Hollywood remake. So take this chance to see the original,
with its fantastic young cast, terrific moments of humour,
excellent use of sound and an extremely large, hairy, green-eyed,
pop-guzzling monster we would all very much like as a friend.
Dir: Jonathan Geva
Israel 2015 / 1h38m / Age 8+
Hebrew with English subtitles

Screenings
Thu 2 November
Fri 3 November

10:00
10:00

Age 8+
Advisory: mild threat, mild
language, threatening use of
military weapons
CfE Levels
Levels 2, 3 and 4
Themes
Fitting in, loneliness, grief,
unusual friendships, facing up
to challenges, resilience, the
triumph of the child, letting go
Online Resources
discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk/
resources
Tickets
• £6 for pupils using
festival transport
• £4 for pupils
travelling independently
• Free for supporting adults

discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk
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Zip & Zap And The Captain’s Island
ZIPI Y ZAPE Y LA ISLA DEL CAPITÁN

Screenings
Tue 24 October
Thu 26 October

Three years ago Discovery audiences first met mischievous
twins Zip & Zap, on their adventure with their Marble Gang.
Older but clearly not much wiser, they’re back again with another
prank-filled adventure, only this time their parents are involved.
With a time machine, a cave full of treasure, a submarine
and a gorilla…

Age 8+
Advisory: some physical
violence (threatened and
actual), some coarse language,
(temporary) loss of parents,
risk-taking

When a Christmas tree in a toy shop is mysteriously set on fire,
Zip and Zap once again find themselves in a spot of bother.
With the traditional holiday treats cancelled as punishment, their
parents take them to an isolated island in order to give them
the opportunity to reflect on their behaviour. Driving across the
remote island roads, the family lose their way late at night and
take refuge in a strange-looking orphanage, run by the rather
odd Miss Pam. The following morning, Zip and Zap discover their
parents are gone and – when they are also prevented from leaving
– the boys begin to suspect that the house might just be haunted.
As they search high and low for their parents, they find a whole
new world of the truly strange.
This Spanish-language action-adventure film features darkly
comic moments, a touch of the surreal, and twists and turns
aplenty. Along the way, Zip and Zap will begin to appreciate
the importance of family, and learn that you often don’t really
understand the true importance of something until it has been
taken away.
Dir: Oskar Santos
Spain 2016 / 1h45m / Age 8+
Spanish with English subtitles
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10:00
11:30

CfE Levels
Levels 2, 3 and 4
Themes
Family relationships, sibling
rivalries, resilience, staying the
course, working together
Online Resources
discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk/
resources
Tickets
• £6 for pupils using
festival transport
• £4 for pupils
travelling independently
• Free for supporting adults

Fanny’s Journey
LE VOYAGE DE FANNY
In 1943, war sweeps across Europe and in Nazi-occupied
France the lives of Jewish people are increasingly under threat.
Thirteen-year-old Fanny and her younger sisters have been living
in a foster home for Jewish children, away from their parents and
from public scrutiny, but the danger is drawing closer and they
are once more forced to flee. Planning an escape across the
border and into Switzerland, a small band of children set off
on an incredible journey that will test their ingenuity and will
to survive. When their adult chaperone goes missing, the group
looks to Fanny for leadership, and she must learn to become
their guide, mentor and parental figure, remaining strong for them
whilst struggling to find the bravery and determination required
for herself.
This film is an incredible tale of bravery, strength and survival,
the true story of a daring young girl who learns to stop at nothing
and fear no one. With an incredibly gutsy performance from
first-time actress Léonie Souchaud, the story is absorbing and
affecting, and all the more impactful for being based on real
events. Although dealing with dark times and an ever-present
threat of detection, the worst moments of the narrative are not
presented on screen, so the film remains accessible to a family
audience and children of a similar age to those represented.
The winner of several awards at festivals worldwide, this is a
thrilling telling of an important tale and a natural successor to
last year’s very popular Secrets of War.

Screenings
Wed 25 October
Wed 1 November
Fri 3 November

10:00
11:15
12:00

Age 10+
Advisory: war-time violence
(both threatened and actual),
strong language, threat
CfE Levels
Levels 2, 3 and 4
Themes
War, danger, threat, betrayal,
survival, friendship, sticking
together, tough choices,
determination
Online Resources
discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk/
resources
Tickets
• £6 for pupils using
festival transport
• £4 for pupils
travelling independently
• Free for supporting adults

Dir: Lola Doillon
France / Belgium 2016 / 1h34m / Age 10+
French with English subtitles

discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk
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Not Without Us!
NICHT OHNE UNS!
Offering a perspective of the lives of children from around this
world, this deceptively simple but inspirational documentary
raises a whole raft of questions about the world we live in today,
and what it offers for the citizens of tomorrow.
Following 16 children from 14 countries over five continents, the
young protagonists’ backgrounds and personalities are as diverse
as their fears, hopes and dreams are similar. Whether they are
growing up in a privileged environment in the affluent western
world, in the poor regions of Africa or Asia, a slum, township, city,
province, steppe, rainforest, plateau, snow-covered mountain,
small town, river delta or some remote, idyllic part of the world
– environmental pollution, climate change, destruction of natural
habitats and resources are universal topics that affect them all.
Some factors common to many of the children’s concerns include
a fear of war, environmental destruction, child labour, prostitution
and criminality, though equally they often refer to shared
values and similar desires for education, work opportunities,
home, family and friends. The 16 children in the film reveal their
thoughts, desires, fears and hopes, and how they would want
to change the world.
Interviewed whilst undertaking their individual journey to school
– not a reality enjoyed by all young people – the variety of modes
of transport (including on foot, bike, bus, boat, subway, donkey,
skateboard and ski) reflect the many and varied voices of young
people across the world today.
Dir: Sigrid Klausmann
Germany 2016 / 1h27m / Age 10+
German, Arabic,English, French, Hindi, Icelandic, Japanese, Lao,
Nepali, Xhosa and Spanish with English subtitles
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Screenings
Fri 3 November

10:00

Age 10+
Advisory: children discuss
some difficult topics frankly
CfE Levels
Levels 2, 3 and 4
Themes
Facing up to challenges,
determination, family
relationships, environmental
issues, climate change,
the importance of education,
the world around us, the need
for change
Online Resources
discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk/
resources
Tickets
• £6 for pupils using
festival transport
• £4 for pupils
travelling independently
• Free for supporting adults

Room 213

Screenings
Tue 31 October
Thu 2 November

RUM 213
Shy and retiring, 12-year-old Elvira arrives on the first day of
summer camp feeling even more anxious as a result of her best
friend’s last minute cancellation. Left to fend for herself, she has
just met her new roommates Bea and Meja when the news of a
burst water pipe in their proposed room forces them to move to
Room 213 – where no one has stayed in 60 years. Strange things
begin to happen to their belongings, and the girls initially suspect
each other of messing about and petty thieving. That is, until a
letter scrawled in ancient handwriting leads the girls to find an
old lady in a suitably spooky house in the woods, where they
hear the story of a girl who died at the camp six decades earlier.
Could this be the same red-haired girl in a white dress they
have seen sneaking through the corridors at night?
Based on the hugely popular young adult coming-of-age novel by
Swedish writer Ingelin Angerborn, Room 213 has been well received
not only on its cinematic release in Sweden but also at a number of
international film festivals. With excellent production values, terrific
performances by the young cast and the expert use of some very
special effects, this is a powerful tale of young female friendship
set against the backdrop of a summer camp ghost story.
And for any teachers worried for the safety of their fingernails,
the Hollywood Reporter offers reassurance: “Room 213 offers
something very rare today: a horror movie which provides
wholesome entertainment with hardly a nasty shock throughout
its 80-minute running time … a simple, smooth and serene
paranormal drama devoid of violence or unspeakable traumas”.

10:00
12:05

Age 10+
Advisory: some mild language,
supernatural events,
discussion of ghosts, the threat
of the unknown, ‘haunted’
houses, first kiss, suspected
wrong-doing/theft
CfE Levels
Levels 2, 3 and 4
Themes
Facing up to challenges,
determination, fitting in (or
not), first love, the impact of
the past, resolution, justice
Tickets
• £6 for pupils using
festival transport
• £4 for pupils
travelling independently
• Free for supporting adults

Dir: Emelie Lindblom
Sweden 2017 / 1h21m / Age 10+
Swedish with English subtitles
discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk
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An Inconvenient Sequel:
Truth to Power

Screenings
Wed 25 October
Thu 2 November

Back in 2006, filmmaker Davis Guggenheim won an Oscar
for his documentary An Inconvenient Truth, which followed
former presidential candidate Al Gore as he campaigned to
raise public awareness of the dangers of global warming, and
called for immediate action to curb its destructive effects on the
environment. The worldwide impact of that film was remarkable,
dramatically bringing climate change into the heart of popular
culture, with its powerful tagline “We’re all on thin ice”. Ten years
on (and following America’s recent, controversial withdrawal
from the Paris Agreement) this timely follow-up reveals what
has happened over the last decade, and what progress has been
made in the search for a real energy revolution. Cameras once
again follow Al Gore as he travels the world, going behind the
scenes as he leads his Climate Leadership Training seminars,
revealing both the private and public moments of a very
determined man on a time-critical mission.

Age 12+
(BBFC classification PG)
Advisory: brief images of
aftermath of conflict and
ecological disasters. The content
may be better suited to a slightly
more mature audience than the
BBFC’s official PG classification
might suggest.

In bringing this film back during Discovery for school audiences,
we very much see this as a stimulus for debate back in the
classroom. At a time when climate change deniers have ascended
into the highest rungs of global politics, An Inconvenient Sequel:
Truth to Power presents its vision of the rapidly-changing world
and asks its audiences to “fight like your world depends on it”.
“Climate changes. Truth does not”. Discuss.
Dirs: Bonni Cohen, Jon Shenk
USA 2017 / 1h38m / PG
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11:30
10:00

CfE Levels
Levels 3 and 4
and Senior Phase
Themes
The environment, global
warming, ecological disaster,
technological impact,
renewable energy, capitalism,
international politics
Tickets
• £6 for pupils using
festival transport
• £4 for pupils
travelling independently
• Free for supporting adults
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My Life as a Courgette
MA VIE DE COURGETTE
After accidentally causing the death of his alcoholic mother,
ten-year-old Icare (who prefers the nickname ‘Courgette’) is
taken to the local children’s home by kindly policeman Raymond.
Shy at first, Courgette soon gets to know the other resident boys
and girls, each with their own sad story of how they ended up
in the home. Gradually, thanks to the care and affection of the
devoted staff, the friendship of the other resident children and
the much-enjoyed visits by Raymond, Courgette begins to settle
into his new life. And when little Camille arrives as the centre’s
latest resident, it is as if his world has finally begun to shine.
Working with a powerful script by Céline Sciamma (Tomboy and
Girlhood), My Life as a Courgette tackles some difficult issues,
but it also shows the life-changing power that kindness and
support can have on a child with even the most difficult of starts.
With their big eyes and authentic voices (director Claude Barras
cast age appropriate actors for the voices), these puppets have
a powerful message to deliver – that a young life can be tough
but it also can be beautifully resilient.
Our Young Ambassadors said: “really likeable and fun
characters that you care for… an important and slightly dark
message hidden in bright happy colours… heartwarming…
an important message about found family… heartbreaking and
emotive… tackles some really important issues… amicable et
très marrant”
Dir: Claude Barras
Switzerland / France 2016 / 1h6m / PG
French with English subtitles

Screenings
Tue 24 October
Tue 31 October

12:00 / 12:20
12:00

Age 12+
(BBFC classification PG)
Advisory: coarse language, some
dysfunctional family issues, brief
mention of abuse, depression,
suicide and alcoholism, (comic)
sexual references, threatened
physical abuse
CfE Levels
Levels 3 and 4
and Senior Phase
Themes
Guilt, loss, bereavement,
making new friends, facing up
to challenges, the importance
of family (in all its forms),
togetherness, shared laughter
Online Resources
discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk/
resources
Tickets
• £6 for pupils using
festival transport
• £4 for pupils
travelling independently
• Free for supporting adults

discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk
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Dunkirk
Set during the Second World War at the peak of Hitler’s tyrannical
hold on Europe, Dunkirk tells the true story of Operation Dynamo
and the desperate evacuation of 400,000 Allied troops from
the shores of France. With an overwhelming Nazi force closing
in, the Allies find themselves trapped on the verge of complete
annihilation, with little hope of rescue. But despite the near
impossible odds, the British people heed the call to aid the
soldiers, sailing a flotilla of hundreds of merchant marine and
fishing boats straight into the heart of danger to rescue them.
As this important film had its general cinematic release during
the school holidays, we thought we should make it accessible as
part of the new school term to enable classes to see it as part of
their studies. Destined to be one of the biggest blockbusters of
the year, the film also offers a range of potential considerations –
the retelling of history, fact vs. fiction, propaganda, interpretations
of success/failure, the nature of heroism, representations of the
armed forces (on both sides), star power (Cillian Murphy, Tom
Hardy, Kenneth Branagh, Mark Rylance and the acting debut
of Harry Styles) and the interestingly varied output of director
Christopher Nolan.
Dir: Christopher Nolan
USA / UK / France / Netherlands 2017 / 1h46m / Age 12A
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Screenings
Fri 27 October
Wed 1 November

11:15
10:00

Age 12A
Advisory: sustained threat,
intense sequences, moderate
violence, strong language
CfE Levels
Levels 3 and 4 and Senior
Phase
Themes
Second World War, historical
narrative, the community
at war, the Home Front,
resilience, heroism, individual
struggle, dulce et decorum est
pro patria mori
Online Resources
discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk/
resources
Tickets
• £6 for pupils using
festival transport
• £4 for pupils
travelling independently
• Free for supporting adults
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As You Are

Screenings
Thu 2 November

Back in the mid-1990s, high school loner Jack lives with his single
mum and spends a lot of time watching television and listening
to music on his own. Things begin to change when his mother
introduces him to her new boyfriend, who has a teenage son of
his own. Mark is everything Jack isn’t: chatty, out-going, edgy.
When their parents decide to move in together, Mark and Jack’s
relationship begins to deepen, forced as they are to share a room.
Into this picture then arrives a third person, Sarah, striking in
beauty and confidence and who alters the ongoing dynamic in
ways large and small, for better and for worse. But the day that
Mark’s dad shows them his handgun collection and teaches them
how to shoot will have far-reaching repercussions for everybody…
From the very start, the film is an intriguing contrast of moods,
cutting between a seemingly straightforward depiction of events
and a police interview room that slowly builds up the reality of
what has actually transpired. Working out the truth provides
an engrossing challenge, with constantly shifting relationships,
individual perspectives and differing versions of events. Winner of
a Special Jury Prize at Sundance Film Festival last year this slice
of teenage life, despite its dramatic outcome, contains situations
and moments that will resonate with teenagers the world over.
Our Young Ambassadors said: “a great story that is thrilling,
harrowing and meaningful… great performances, very
convincing… great writing, intertwining present/past doesn’t
seem confusing or arbitrary… I thought the story was going
to be predictable but it kept changing, creating a false sense
of what was going to happen… good depiction of teenage
friendships, nice dynamics… keeps your eyes glued to the
screen the entire time”1h50

12:00

Age 15+
Advisory: Sex and sexual
references, strong language,
recreational drug use, violence
CfE Level
Senior Phase
Themes
Friendship, growing up, peer
pressure, dysfunctional family
life, parental pressure, teen
rivalry, burgeoning sexuality,
attitudes to firearms
Online Resources
discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk/
resources
Tickets
• £6 for pupils using
festival transport
• £4 for pupils
travelling independently
• Free for supporting adults

Dir: Miles Joris-Peyrafitte
USA 2016 / 1h50m / Age 15+
discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk
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Goodbye Berlin
TSCHICK
A road movie. A buddy movie. A coming-of-age tale. A high school
movie (just set during the holidays). Starting as an adaptation of
Wolfgang Herrndorf’s best-selling young adult novel Tschick, this
is a rollercoaster ride of tremendously entertaining proportions
from acclaimed German director Fatih Akin.
It’s the start of the summer holidays but 14-year-old Maik is most
definitely not care-free. His mother is once again ‘at the beauty
farm’ (aka in rehab), his father is off on an alleged ‘business trip’
with a female assistant not much older than Maik and there’s still
no invitation to the birthday party of the coolest girl in his class.
So when his unconventional Russian classmate Tschick suddenly
shows up in a ‘borrowed’ light blue Lada, offering a spontaneous
road trip, Maik finds himself saying an only slightly hesitant ‘yes’.
As they set off on an unforgettable joyride, with neither a phone
nor a map, the boys will learn about self-confidence, mutual
friendship and the excitement of youthful love, in what will be,
hands down, the best summer ever.
Our Young Ambassadors said: “Oh my, absolutely amazing, like
the summer road trip fun we all dream of… great storyline, well
paced… the dialogue felt very realistic, it was stuff teenagers
would say… dealt with serious subjects in a lighthearted way
(refreshing)… far from what I expected at the start… great acting
from the two young leads… in a word, kick-ass”
Dir: Fatih Akin
Germany 2016 / 1h33m / Age 15+
German with English subtitles
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Screenings
Fri 3 November

12:00

Age 15+
Advisory: strong language,
violence, injury detail
CfE Levels
Senior Phase
Themes
Friendships, family
relationships, responsibility,
finding your place in the world,
delinquency, taking action
Tickets
• £6 for pupils using
festival transport
• £4 for pupils
travelling independently
• Free for supporting adults

Discovery Media Studies Study Day

This year we will once again offer a day of behind-the-scenes
access in the film industry, and are planning a day of
film-related activity for students currently studying film
and/or media at upper secondary level.

Tue 7 November
9:30 until 15:30

Last year’s offering for media students across the region
included presentations from the BBFC and Kathy Spiers,
producer of the soon to be released feature film Moon Dogs.

CfE Levels
Senior Phase

Age 15+

Once again we will be aiming to build around two film screenings,
specially chosen for their relevance to some of the key issues
affecting the film industry.

Tickets
£9 for pupils and free for
supporting adults.

Exact content is still being negotiated, dependent as we are
on industry figures with their ever-changing diary demands.
For up-to-the-minute details about this year’s Study Day
programme, please contact mike.tait@dca.org.uk.
Please note that because of the extended length of this event,
tickets will cost £9 per student (accompanying adults free)
and that we will be unable to assist with transport to and from
this study day.

discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk
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Discovery Exhibition 2017

Kelly Richardson Sat 23 September – Sun 26 November
Make the most of your visit to Discovery
by exploring our exhibition of works by
artist Kelly Richardson. You can book a free
visit to the exhibition – including a guided
tour and activities – in addition to your
cinema visit. Just contact DCA Box Office
on 01382 909 900.
To coincide with this year’s Discovery Film
Festival, DCA galleries will be given over to
an exhibition by Canadian artist Kelly
Richardson. Richardson creates hyper-real
digital films of rich and complex landscapes
that have been manipulated using CGI,
animation and sound. Drawing on landscape
painting, wildlife cinematography, science
fiction and apocalyptic cinema, Richardson’s
huge immersive installations feature futuristic
dystopian worlds, empty of human presence.
This exhibition invites audiences to imagine
themselves within these rich and strange
environments. Magnificent and complex,
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Richardson’s films ask us to consider what
our lives might be like if we continue on our
current trajectory.
Kelly Richardson’s work has been featured in
exhibitions and film festivals across the world,
including the Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture
Garden, the Beijing, Busan, Canadian, Gwangju
and Montréal Biennales, and the Sundance
and Toronto International Film Festivals.
When visiting Discovery one of our guides
will escort your booked group through the
gallery and encourage creative responses to
what is on show.
Mariner 9 presented in partnership with
NEoN Digital Arts Festival

Free Exhibition Visits & Creative Activities

Extend your visit to Discovery Film Festival
with a trip to the Galleries to explore
the amazing moving image work by Kelly
Richardson. We can offer the following
activities to support a Gallery trip:

Introduce your class to Kelly
Richardson’s work in an informal,
interactive gallery tour.
Tours can be 20 minutes or up to an hour and
will combine time to ask questions, talk and
listen plus do some drawing.

Being A Visual Detective
Workshop
An interactive workshop for your class lasting an
hour: each pupil will become a ‘Visual Detective’
by using our handy framework for developing
critical skills, writing and talking about art
and film.

Stay for the day
If you want to stay for the day, we do have space
for a limited number of classes with a maximum
of 50 pupils to view their chosen film, have a
gallery tour and then take part in a creative
making workshop.
All activities can be tailored to suit your
class level.

Spaces to eat lunch
Space for pupils to eat snacks/packed lunches
is available but it is limited, so we recommend
advance booking and discussing your class visit
with one of our team.
For more information or to arrange your visit
contact DCA Box Office on 01382 909 900,
or come along to our Teachers’ Preview
on Wed 23 August (see page 24) to find
out more.

discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk
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Professional Learning Opportunities for Teachers
Discovery Film Festival offers a range of practical, tried and tested CLPL
opportunities throughout the year. We try to offer these free of charge or
at a subsidised rate, and all activity includes refreshments.

Regardez, écoutez, discutez:
Shorts for Language Practice
Thu 7 September, 16:00–18:00
(P2/P3)
Free, but please book in advance by emailing
mike.tait@dca.org.uk.
For anyone interested in, or planning to attend,
the Regardez, écoutez, discutez screenings
(see page 9), here is a chance for a sneak preview
and taster session, led by the staff who will be
delivering the screenings during the festival.
Try out your French, and maybe German and
Spanish too. Bienvenue à Discovery!

Film is Fantastic for Writing:
Levels 1 & 2
Thu 28 September, 16:00–18:00
Suitable for: Level 1 & Level 2 teachers
Free but please book in advance via
learning@dca.org.uk
An inspiring twilight session exploring the use of
our selection of short films and trailers for writing
for different purposes and extending vocabulary.
Follow our handy ‘screen detectives’ framework for
developing critical engagement in the classroom
backed up with great resources and links to free film
content. The session includes viewing, analysing,
talking, listening and writing for different purposes
– using film as a text.
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iPads and
Animation across
the curriculum:
a practical
hands-on taster

Exploring pattern
and printing: great
wee printing ideas
for the classroom

Wed 15 November, 16:00–18:00
Suitable for: Any Level

Wed 22 November, 16:00–18:00
Suitable for: Non-specialists at
any Level

Free but please book in advance via
learning@dca.org.uk

Free but please book in advance via
learning@dca.org.uk

A session to share our learning from
classroom-based projects using iPads and
stop motion animation. Get hands on with
free animation apps, try a range of set ups,
tripods, remote shutters and media. Then
apply this to learning subjects across the
Curriculum and cross cutting themes like
Health & Wellbeing. You will leave with
free resources and simple but effective
models of practice.

This session will be ‘hands on’ making
prints using a variety of techniques, but
all using very simple, household/school/
waste items and limited resources.
We will use key short films and artworks
for inspiration – you may end up with
both hard copy and digital wallpaper
– but will definitely leave with ideas
and techniques to reproduce in a
classroom setting.

Discovery Film Festival
Teachers’ Preview
Wed 23 August
16:15 (for a 16:30 start)–18:00.
Refreshments will be provided
(All Levels)
Free. Places are limited so please book
now by emailing mike.tait@dca.org.uk
Get inspired and plan your visit to
Discovery Film Festival 2017 with this
great annual event. Watch trailers of
films in the programme for each age
range, get a sneak peek of this year’s
exhibition featuring the spectacular
work of Kelly Richardson, view education
resources, chat to the teachers who
have created them and gain access to
priority booking for your school.

discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk
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For Teachers of Media Studies

Interested in the Media Studies study day but
unable to attend? Here at DCA we also offer
a series of bespoke workshops for students
of film and/or media studies, who are invited
to DCA for a ‘behind the scenes’ tour of the
cinema and to learn about our position within
the film industry.
Following a series of successful visits over the
last couple of years from over 350 students
from high schools across Dundee, we are now
extending the invitation to any media studies
class across the region.
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Covering a practical introduction to film
distribution and exhibition; the differences
between commercial cinemas and the
specialised film sector; and a closer look at film
marketing through an analysis of cinema posters
and trailers, this is a chance for practical
experience to sit alongside classroom learning.
It also acts as an introduction to DCA’s cinema
facilities for a potentially new audience, many
of whom may still be unaware of our (amongst
other things) “well comfy seats”!
Interested? Want to know more?
Contact mike.tait@dca.org.uk to discuss
what is possible for your group.

Interested in Opportunities for Young Filmmakers?

Over the last four years we have partnered
with the British Film Institute to deliver their
Film Academy project through Discovery Film
School Dundee, which offers an introduction
to the art and skills of filmmaking for young
people aged between 16 and 19.
Some 50 teenagers have now had the
opportunity to work with professional artists
to learn the filmmaking process, from
generating ideas right through to shooting,
editing and screening a finished film at DCA.
Technical skills covered include camera
operation, sound recording, lighting, editing,
development of ideas, experimentation,
exhibition and marketing; with talks from
curators and industry professionals and with
lots of careers advice. Although the intake for
our 2017 academy has now closed we do hope
to offer future opportunities for those interested
in filmmaking.

opportunities for young people at DCA,
then please ask them to get in touch via
learning@dca.org.uk
“It has really helped me understand what it is
to make a film and this has motivated me to
pursue this as a career! Thank you!”
— Max Jamieson, DFSD 2015 participant
“It’s a great opportunity for young filmmakers
to come together and meet like-minded people.
The staff treated us like professionals and were
very supportive towards us.”
— Tara Glenn, DFSD 2014 participant
To find out more about BFI Film Academy,
BFI Residentials, further training and career
routes go to www.bfi.org.uk.

If you know of any young film enthusiasts
who would like details about any future Film
Academy recruitment, or other filmmaking

discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk
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Discovery – Back in the Classroom

Each year after the festival we receive some
fabulous feedback in the form of pictures and reviews
created by classes at all levels.
Over the last couple of years, we have been
able to engage some of those who have
been writing about their cinema experience
to become part of the festival team. This has
been as young programme advisors, helping
with the shortlisting of films to be included
in our Shorts for Wee and Middle Ones
collections. Their comments and feedback
after watching a number of potential titles has
informed the selection of some of this year’s
titles (and de-selected several more!).
This year we welcomed St Luke’s & St Matthew’s
RC Primary School for a short film programming
workshop, and their P7s were instrumental
in the selection of several films, including a
couple of notable titles featuring two rather
entertaining chameleons…
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If this is something you would like to experience
with your own pupils, then please do send us
examples of your classroom work following your
visit to Discovery 2017. Film reviews, responses
to the artworks in the galleries, drawings
recapturing or inspired by what was seen during
your visit, letters to the characters or the artists
and filmmakers who created them, extensions
to or alternative versions of the stories heard…
anything is possible!
Don’t forget we will be offering some
practical ideas for writing about film
with your students at CLPL sessions from
September onwards. Full details on
pages 24 and 25.

Opportunities for Teenage Film Fans

Discovery Young Ambassadors
“Being a Discovery Young Ambassador has
widened my view of cinema. There’s nothing
wrong with only watching Hollywood movies
of course – but being a DYA has helped me
see that there IS more out there, and has
encouraged me to look for it. And thanks to
Discovery Film Festival I am now studying
film at my first choice university!”
— Rowan (former Young Ambassador)
If you have students who are avid film fans
and looking for a way into the arts sector,
Discovery Film Festival is always looking for
film enthusiasts aged 15–19 to join its team
of Young Ambassadors.  

Meeting weekly between February and June,
over the summer and then again in the
run-up to the festival in late October, the group
plans all elements of the festival: choosing
the films, writing for the brochure, marketing
the screenings and coming up with ideas for
events and activities. During the festival the
Young Ambassadors will be introducing films,
shortlisting entries in our filmmaking showcases
and even interviewing filmmakers about
their work.
No experience is necessary, but an
enthusiasm for a broad range of film is a must.
Anyone interested in joining should email
mike.tait@dca.org.uk for more details.

discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk
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Important Information

Age Recommendations
We screen brand new international films, which
means that most of them haven’t yet been given
official BBFC classification. We take great care
in considering what age groups might best
enjoy each film and whether the content is
suitable. Our free to download resource packs
each contain information about any issues or
content for you to consider before booking so
that you can make an informed decision for
your particular class. Please make sure you read
this information before booking. If you have
any remaining doubts or concerns, then please
contact mike.tait@dca.org.uk for an individual
discussion of the film’s content.
Learning Resources
Curriculum for Excellence-relevant learning
resources are available to support many
of the films in the programme. These are
free and available to download from
discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk/resources.
We would be delighted to see any pupils’
work resulting from your visit. Email us at
discovery@dca.org.uk
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Subtitles
We have noted where a film is in a foreign
language and is subtitled in English.
We encourage those able to read to enjoy
the subtitles and find this to be possible for
the majority of children aged 8+. Subtitles
can be read aloud for classes where this
is requested when booking; we will aim to
accommodate wherever possible. For individual
students who are likely to have difficulties,
we would encourage schools to take advantage
of free tickets for adult support, and plan
seating arrangements accordingly.

Booking Your Cinema Visit

Tickets are £6 for pupils and free for
supporting adults for groups using
transport arranged through the festival.
Tickets are £4 for pupils and free for
supporting adults for groups travelling
independently.
Please note that once bookings have been
made, they can only be adjusted before
Wed 27 September. Once we have passed that
date, changes or cancellations can no longer
be made and Dundee City Council will issue
invoices accordingly. If this is a cause for
concern, please discuss it with us BEFORE
you make your booking.
Travel to and from the festival will once again be
provided by our transport partner Fishers Tours.
Please note that as transport costs continue to
rise, there may be restrictions for some smaller
class sizes or longer travel times. We will discuss
these with you on an individual basis at the time
of your booking. Please make it clear when you
make your booking whether you want to arrange
bus transport through us or not.

What you need
to book:
• The film you wish to see and your
preferred screening: date and time
• The number of pupils and the number
of teachers/adults attending
• Your school name, address and
contact number
• Email address. You will need an
email address to book and receive
your confirmation and bus booking
reference number. Please check
the email address you are providing
is correct. We would prefer to use an
email address for the staff member
who is organising the trip, rather than
(or in addition to) a generic school
email address
• Details of any special requirements
(e.g. access issues, subtitle reading)
• Whether you will need a bus

We are open for school bookings from
11:00 on Thu 24 August until Fri 3 November
(with priority booking at our Teachers Preview;
see page 25 for details). Please book early
as many films sell out. To be certain of our
assistance with your travel arrangements
please book before Wed 27 September.
Book now on 01382 909 900
discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk
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Booking Your Bus

Wherever possible, bus travel to Discovery
Film Festival screenings in Dundee will
be available to schools in Fife, Perthshire,
Dundee and Angus as long as you book
before Wed 27 September.
Make a Discovery booking
Make your Discovery Film Festival booking
via DCA Box Office on 01382 909 900. Please
ensure that you give a correct and working email
address.
Receive your confirmation
You will receive an email confirmation of your
Discovery Film Festival booking within a week
(and before Wed 27 September). This will
contain your bus booking reference number if
you have requested one. You will not be able
to book your bus until you have received this
number.

This service has been
made possible through
the partnership between
DCA and Fishers Tours.
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Reserve your bus
Reserve your bus before Wed 27 September by
calling Fishers Tours on 01382 461999, using the
bus booking reference number from your DCA
confirmation email. Fishers Tours will fax you
details of your bus pick-up and drop-off times.
Subsequent travel enquiries, including on the
day of travel, should be communicated directly
with Fishers Tours.
N.B. Each Discovery booking will have a separate
code. If you are booking for more than one film, you
will receive a different code for each. Please ensure
that you reserve the buses for each visit and all pupils.

No email confirmation or bus booking
reference?
If you have not received an email confirmation
from us containing your bus booking reference
please call DCA on 01382 909 900.
Final checks
Discovery Film Festival and DCA are not
responsible for booking your bus transport. You
must ensure you have received a confirmation
email and bus booking reference number from
DCA and reserve your free travel directly with
Fishers Tours for each visit.

Wheelchairs
Unfortunately, Fisher Tours are unable to offer
wheelchair accessible buses. DCA can arrange
alternative travel for wheelchair users if required.
Please contact Adam Smart, Cinema Manager
at DCA, on 01382 909248 when booking your
film and we will work with you to find the best
solution.
Seatbelts
Seatbelts are provided on all Fishers Tours
buses as standard.
Restrictions
Group size may have an impact on the
availability of transport to and from DCA.
For bookings for small groups of less than
20 people in total, we will discuss travel
assistance on an individual basis.

Site visits
If you have any students for whom a first visit
to the cinema at DCA might be a daunting
prospect, we are happy to arrange a pre-visit.
This will give them the chance to experience the
auditorium and meet some of the staff they will
be seeing on the day. To find out about arranging
such a visit please contact Adam Smart,
Cinema Manager, on 01382 909248.
Selected Discovery screenings will also take
place at venues across Scotland. Contact
mike.tait@dca.org.uk if you are interested in
learning more.

Discovery Film Festival is a DCA project.
Dundee Contemporary Arts, 152 Nethergate, Dundee, DD1 4DY
01382 909 900
dca.org.uk | discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk

Discovery Film Festival proudly supported
by Alliance Trust Savings.
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Discovery Public Programme 2017

In addition to our schools programme, Discovery Film Festival
offers three packed weekends of public film screenings for
families and young people, together with creative workshops
and children’s activities across DCA.
This year there will be more chances to
see films including Abulele, Fanny’s Journey,
Room 213 and Goodbye Berlin, as well as
the ever-popular shorts packages. Films will
be accompanied by a wide range of practical
workshops in our Activity Room, so be sure
to check out the full programme.
Don’t forget to pick up your copy of
our public programme at DCA or visit
discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk from
Wed 27 September for full details.
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Discovery Student Special
If your class sees a film in the schools
programme and any of them would like
to return for a weekend film from the
Discovery public programme, they can
buy two tickets for the price of one. These
tickets are only valid for the weekend
screenings of festival films, and are
available to teachers and students from
the Box Office on demand by quoting
‘Discovery Schools Special’. Alternatively,
bookings can be made online using the
special discount code: DSS2017

Discovery For Schools Throughout The Year

We offer discounted ticket prices to school groups for films
screened in our regular cinema programme. Over the coming
months we will be showing, amongst many other titles,
Paddington 2, Thor: Ragnarok and Star Wars: The Last Jedi.
Last year we had over 900 students attending
screenings related to their areas of study.
These included Modern Studies pupils coming
to see I, Daniel Blake, students of Mandarin
enjoying The Great Wall and a morning of very
creative writing inspired by Fantastic Mr Fox
(which became “Sleekit Mr Tod”).
If our public screening times don’t fit
your timetable, please get in touch via
mike.tait@dca.org.uk to discuss the
possibility of a special viewing for your class.

Our Galleries are open all year round with a
variety of extraordinary exhibitions, each of
which can stimulate higher order thinking
and critical skills in line with CfE demands
(see pages 22–23 for details). Get in touch on
01382 909 237 to discuss booking a visit or
how we can work together on a tour or creative
skills workshop tailored to your interests.

discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk
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SCHOOLS PROGRAMME

